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Type of Argument (in favor/against) In Favor 

Measure Title Measure O: The Emergency Shelter and Enforcement Act of 2022 

             
Election Date November 8, 2022 

Argument  

(Max 300 Words) 

Homelessness is a crisis in Sacramento. Measure O will require the city to open more 
shelters, remove encampments and clean up our neighborhoods.  
  
Thousands of people in Sacramento are living outdoors in unsafe and unhealthy conditions, 
many of them with mental health and substance abuse issues. They need help now. So do 
residents and businesses afraid for their safety as the encampments grow.   
 
The city has increased shelter capacity tenfold since 2017 to 1,100 beds and spaces. But 
these spaces are usually full. The city can’t legally move people without offering them 
somewhere to go.   
 
Measure O will require the city, using existing revenue, to establish new temporary shelter 
and secure camping locations where people can get help moving toward permanent 
housing. They will be located away from schools, daycare centers, playgrounds, and 
neighborhood parks. 
  
Measure O will help clean up our streets. Within 90 days of adoption, encampments will be 
prohibited based on additional capacity. Residents harmed by illegal camping on city 
property can file legal complaints to force action.  
 
Measure O will protect our most vulnerable by requiring the city to help people experiencing 
homelessness relocate to shelter, housing or secure camping locations.   
 
Recognizing the city is not a public health agency -- that responsibility falls to Sacramento 
County-- and that the county budget is nearly six times larger than the city’s, Measure O will 
take effect when the city and county adopt a legally binding agreement detailing how 
homeless residents of the city will receive mental health, substance abuse and other crucial 
social services. With the help of city leaders, the county, the business community, as well as 
other stakeholders, this partnership agreement will get done. 
 
Vote yes on Measure O to stop the suffering on our streets and clean up our neighborhoods. 
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